
WORD  
plural noun: words - 
single element of speech or writing - used with others (or alone) to form a sentence -  
typically w/space on either side - if written or printed - while spoken words can tumble spontaneously - 
spaceless - breathless - at least until the confused listener sez “what? whattaya talking about?”   

 

  
CHA·OS - noun  
plural noun: chaoses -  
behavior - and/or circumstance - so unpredictable as to appear random - enjoyably mysterious. 

 

 



MYS·TER·Y - noun  
plural noun: mysteries  
something that is difficult or impossible to understand or explain - for just long enough to appreciate. 

 

 

   
SYS·TEM - noun 
plural noun: systems  
set of principles or procedures according to which something is done - organized scheme or method - 
practical - useful as a tool at hand - but not inhibiting. 

 



CHANCE - noun 
plural noun: chances 
possibility of something happening - occurrence & development of events w/o any obvious design. 
possibility something will happen - the way events happen when not planned or controlled by people. 

       

  

 

 
WIT - noun    
plural noun: wits -  
natural aptitude for using words & ideas in a quick & inventive way to create humor -  
a fine alternative to impatience - irritation - and/or anger. 

      



    

           
I·RO·NY - noun 
plural noun: ironies 

use of words to express something other than - & especially opposite of - literal 
meaning - deliberately contrary to expectation - amusing as a result?  
literary technique - originally used in Greek tragedy - by which -  
full significance of character's words or actions are clear - 
to audience or reader - although unknown to character. 

   

   



     
FAM·I·LY - noun 
plural noun: fam-i-lies 
traditioal family social group - 1 or 2 parents & children or child - & blood aunts’n uncles’n cousins -  
from the same bossy ancestor - or - group w/common characteristics - related plants or animals -  
ranking in biological classification above a genus & below an order - or -  

 

   

 



 
MAY·BE - noun 
adverb - perhaps, possibly.      
plural noun: maybes -  
mere possibility or probability - & worth occasional investigation?  

     

   

    
WHY - noun 

adverb: for what reason or purpose? 
plural noun: whys or whies - reason or explanation - 
the question to be asked and asked - yes - okay - but why? why? 

    



       

 
AR·GU·MENT - noun 
plural noun: arguments 
exchange diverging or opposite views to persuade others (or other) w/reason or (reasons) -  
action or idea is right or wrong - or - foolish? good argument - nurtured & extended is entertaining. 

    

   

      


